The action of caffeine on X-irradiated HeLa cells. VIII. Recovery from potentially lethal damage.
Recovery from potentially lethal radiation damage in HeLa S3 cells has been studied by irradiating synchronous cultures with 4 Gy at selected ages in the cell cycle, initiating treatment with 4 mM caffeine, which prevents recovery, at progressively later times up to 24-30 h after irradiation, and determining the plateau level of survival after incubation with the caffeine until 36-40 h after mitotic collection. Cell recovery appears to begin immediately after irradiation at any time during interphase: an accelerating increase in survival gives way after several hours to a linear increase which lasts for an additional several hours. The median recovery time is approximately 13 h after irradiation at any time during G1, but is markedly shorter (5-7 h) after irradiation in S or G2. The rate of recovery is slightly depressed if DNA replication is inhibited with aphidicolin after irradiation and slightly enhanced if protein synthesis is inhibited with cycloheximide. Both the rate and the extent of recovery are dependent on the location of the cells in the cycle at the time of irradiation--both functions increasing with cell age from the beginning of S, but having different age dependencies in G1. Blocking cell progression with a DNA-synthesis inhibitor before irradiation halts the age-dependent changes.